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You’ve Received Much Advice So Far
• Past climate is no longer a reliable predictor of future, or even current, 

climate, but no one is sure exactly how climate has and will change
• Climate models are helpful when used appropriately, but far from perfect

(But they are probably a lot better than economic models!)
• Don’t wait for uncertainties to be resolved -- that won’t happen anytime 

soon.
• Consider multiple objectives (reliability, cost effectiveness, equity, …)
• Many decisions will prove effective or provide benefits under multiple 

possible future conditions

Deep uncertainty occurs when the parties to a decision 
do not know or do not agree on the likelihood of alternative futures or 

how actions are related to consequences

• Don’t mistake
- Well-characterized risk - For  deep uncertainty
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DMDU Methods and Tools Provide 
Water Managers Means to Take This Advice

Water managers already conduct risk management. 
Decision Making Under Deep Uncertainty (DMDU) will help adapt 
your risk management to changing climate conditions

Basic DMDU principles
1. Consider multiple futures, not one single future, in your planning. 

Choose these futures to stress test your organization’s plans
2. Seek robust plans that perform well over many futures, not optimal 

plans designed for a single, best-estimate future
3. Make your plans flexible and adaptive, which often makes them 

more robust
4. Use your analytics to explore many futures and options, not tell 

you what to do

There are many ways, small and large, to fold 
these principles into your organization.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multiple futures  consider extremesCalifornia’s water system uses many options to manage large hydrologic variability, including:Safety factors (e.g. build more supply than projected demand)Operational rules (e.g. demand restriction schedule during droughts)Infrastructure with performance relatively insensitive to uncertainties (e.g. storage, demand reductions, conveyance)Diverse supply (e.g. surface water from three basins; local ground water, recycling rain water capture, desal, etc.)Adaptive decision strategies (e.g. regular plan updates, near-term actions designed to create future options)Today’s challenges demand new approaches, because:The uncertainties are large, and will get even bigger over timeWater systems face more constraintsIncreased demand for citizen engagementBetter methods and tools for managing uncertainty have become available
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Traditional Risk Management Works Well 
When Uncertainty is Limited

What will future 
conditions be?

What is the best 
near-term 
decision?

How sensitive is 
the decision to 
the conditions? 

“Predict then Act”

These are sometimes called “optimization methods”

Predict Act

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start with a proposed strategyUse multiple model runs to identify conditions that best distinguish futures where strategy does and does not meet its goalsIdentify steps that can be taken so strategy may succeed over wider range of futures
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“Predict then Act” Can Break Down 
When Uncertainties are Deep

Under conditions of deep 
uncertainty:
• Uncertainties are often underestimated
• Competing analyses can contribute to

gridlock
• Misplaced concreteness can blind 

decision makers to surprise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But as you noted in the HCMC game, the predict-then-act methods ran into problems.
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Under Deeply Uncertain Conditions, Often 
Useful to Run the Analysis “ Backwards”

What will future 
conditions be?

What is the best 
near-term 
decision?

How sensitive is 
the decision to 
the conditions? 

“Predict then Act”

Identify new & 
revised strategies 

that are more 
robust

Use analytics to 
stress test 
strategy

Propose 
strategy & 

context

“Agree on Decisions”

Kalra, N., S. Hallegatte, R. Lempert, C. Brown, A. Fozzard, S. Gill and A. Shah (2014). Agreeing on Robust 
Decisions: A New Process for Decision Making Under Deep Uncertainty. WPS-6906, World Bank.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start with a proposed strategyUse multiple model runs to identify conditions that best distinguish futures where strategy does and does not meet its goalsIdentify steps that can be taken so strategy may succeed over wider range of futures
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DMDU Helps People Use Computers to Make 
Better Decisions, Not Better Predictions

”Backwards” analysis can help focus on important 
questions under deep uncertainty
• Can a robust and flexible strategy perform well 

over a wide range of futures?
• What uncertainties are most important in 

determining the success or failure of our plans?
• What actions do we need to take now in order 

to keep future options open?  
• What actions can we postpone?

New & 
Revised 

Strategies
Stress TestStrategy & 

Context

Consider multiple futures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start with a proposed strategyUse multiple model runs to identify conditions that best distinguish futures where strategy does and does not meet its goalsIdentify steps that can be taken so strategy may succeed over wider range of futures
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Outline

Introduction
DMDU Methods
Facilitating stakeholder engagement
Getting Started
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Outline

Introduction
DMDU Methods

• Scenario planning
• Adaptive pathways
• RDM and variants

Facilitating stakeholder engagement
Getting Started
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Humans Are Avid Scenario Builders

The ability to create and share scenarios represents a 
key difference between humans and other animals

Suddendorf (2013)We:
• Tell stories
• Imagine each other’s experiences
• Contemplate potential explanations
• Reflect on moral dilemmas

Scenarios provide benefits, for instance: 

They can 
reduce over-

confidence
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Scenario Planning Develops Robust 
Strategies From Scenarios People Create

Decision
Points

Present

Future

Near-term strategy

C

A

D
B

Thanks to Laurna Kaatz

Steps in scenario planning:
1. Identify decision challenge
2. Chose key driving forces, those most important 

and uncertain
3. Flesh out scenario narratives 
4. Use scenarios to develop a robust adaptive plan Robust, adaptive strategy

Weak 
Economy

Strong 
Economy

Warmer Climate

Hot Climate

A) Green 
and Growing

D) Hot and 
Happening

B) Back to 
the ‘burbs

C) The Big 
Ugly

Scenarios

Sometime called “story and simulation” 
approach because people chose the stories 

and then flesh them out with simulation models
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Outline

Introduction
DMDU Methods

• Scenario planning
• Adaptive pathways
• RDM and variants

Facilitating stakeholder engagement
Getting Started
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Adaptive Pathways Provides Framework for 
Developing Contingency Plans

Year threshold 
reached

Risk Reduction Options
Damage 

Threshold
Low 
SLR1

High 
SLR2

Current infrastructure 0 ft 2018 2018

Local pumps and gates 0.50 ft ~2050 ~2025

Large regional pumps 0.55 ft ~2050 ~2025

Raise buildings 6 feet 1.56 ft > 2065 2050

Raise buildings 8 feet n/a > 2065 > 2065

1 - 0.76 ft in 2065
2 - 2.21 ft in 2065 

Adaptive pathways helps ask:
• Which options to deploy first?
• What options to deploy next?
• How do we make our choices 

less vulnerable to uncertainties 
about the SLR scenario?

Adaptive pathways:
• Recommended by California’s 2018 Sea Level Rise Guidance
• Recently used to examine urban flooding in Miami

Steps include identifying:
1. SLR thresholds at which damage occurs
2. Year when those thresholds are reached in various 

scenarios (called “adaptation tipping points”)
3. Signposts indicating which scenario is occurring

House by C-7 canal

Coastal 
gate for C-7 

canal

Bouwer, Haasnoot, Wagenaar, Roscoe (2018) Assessment of alternative 
flood mitigation strategies for the C-7 Basin in Miami, Florida Deltares

Adaptation Tipping Points
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Dynamic Adaptive Pathways Identifies and 
Compares Robust and Flexible Strategies

Land use measures eventually needed
but installing pumps can buy some time.

Pathways

Scenarios

Current 
infrastructure

Local pumps

Regional pumps

Land use

Thanks to Kathryn Roscoe and Marjolijn Haasnoot
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Outline

Introduction
DMDU Methods

• Scenario planning
• Adaptive pathways
• RDM and variants

- RDM
- Decision scaling
- MORDM

Facilitating stakeholder engagement
Getting Started
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Robust Decision Making (RDM) 
is a Quantitative DMDU Method

RDM is an iterative analytic process, often used in engagements with 
stakeholders, designed to support decision making under deep uncertainty

Robust 
strategiesProducts: Scenarios that 

illuminate
vulnerabilities

Process:

Identify new & 
revised strategies 

that are more 
robust

Use analytics to 
stress test strategy

Propose strategy 
& decision 

context

Key idea:
• Stress test strategies over many plausible paths into the future,
• Use the resulting database to identify conditions where strategies fail, and 
• Use this information to identify more robust strategies
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Can Los Angeles Meet its Water Quality 
Goals in the Face of Climate Change?

New water quality implementation plans for the 
Los Angeles River* aim to meet federal standards by 2035

* Our study focuses on Tujunga sub-watershed: 225 square miles (165 sq. miles Los 
Angeles National Forest + 60 sq. miles urbanized San Fernando Valley floor)

A. Tariq et. al., (2017) ”A Climate Stress Test of Los Angeles’ Water Quality Plans,” Climatic Change

The Plan

Distribution of BMPs (best 
management practices)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let's now go through each of these RDM steps in more detail, using as an example, a study of the effects of climate change on water quality in Los Angeles.  The City of Los Angeles is producing plans to meet Federal water quality standards for the Los Angeles River by 2035. Our example study focuses on a particular sub-watershed of the LA River Basin called the Tujunga Wash, which you see in this picture. It consists of some of the flat land in the foreground and the mountains behind it.  Using state-of-the-art analysis, the city and its consultants has proposed an optimum plan for meeting water quality standards in the Tujunga Wash. The pie chart describes this proposed water quality implementation plan. About 45% of the plan’s pollution reduction will come from large regional projects, spreading basins, that sort of thing. About 22% of the plan’s pollution reduction will come from green streets, that is, streets that absorb more of the storm water. About 33% of the pollution reduction would come from low impact development on public and private properties. This optimal plan was developed assuming that current future climate would be the same as past climate, which is not necessarily so.  We worked with the City of Los Angeles to ask the question, “What effect might climate change have on those plans?”  We used RDM to answer this question because the effect of climate change on future precipitation in Los Angeles is deeply uncertain.
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RDM Begins with Decision Framing
Decision makers and stakeholders deliberate 

over key factors in analysis

Will our expensive new water quality investments still 
meet water quality standards in a changing climate?  
If not, what can we do about it?

Stress 
Test

New & Revised 
Strategies

Strategy 
& 

Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RDM’s first step is Decision Framing. In this step, we work with decision-makers and stakeholders to define key factors in the analysis. Questions include “What are their goals and options for achieving them?”, “What are key factors important to our analysis?” and “What tools, data, and models are available to work with?”. In this study, the decision framing focused on the question: “Will our expensive new water quality investment still meet water quality standards in the changing climate?”  “If not, what can we do about it?”.
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Summarize Stakeholder Discussions 
with ‘XLRM’ Matrix

Uncertainty Factors (X) Policy Levers (L)

What uncertain factors outside our 
control affect our ability to pursue 
our goals?

What actions might we take to 
pursue our goals?

Relationships (R) Performance Metrics (M)
What are we trying to achieve?

Will our expensive new water quality investments still 
meet water quality standards in a changing climate?  
If not, what can we do about it?

Stress 
Test

New & Revised 
Strategies

Strategy 
& 

Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the course of several months, we engaged in discussions with City and County officials, along with other stakeholders, on this question.  We organized these discussions into four key factors, which we label “XLRM.” These categories are common elements in most decision across most RDM analyses. The “M’s” performance metrics ask “What are we trying to achieve?” The “L’s”, policy levers, ask “What actions might we take to pursue these goals?”  The “X’s” are the uncertain factors outside the decision-makers control that affect their ability to pursue their goals. 
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Summarize Stakeholder Discussions 
with ‘XLRM’ Matrix

Uncertainty Factors (X) Policy Levers (L)

What uncertain factors outside our 
control affect our ability to pursue 
our goals?

What actions might we take to 
pursue our goals?

Relationships (R) Performance Metrics (M)
How might levers (L) and 
uncertainties (X) affect goals (M)?

What are we trying to achieve?

Will our expensive new water quality investments still 
meet water quality standards in a changing climate?  
If not, what can we do about it?

Stress 
Test

New & Revised 
Strategies

Strategy 
& 

Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the course of several months, we engaged in discussions with City and County officials, along with other stakeholders, on this question.  We organized these discussions into four key factors, which we label “XLRM.” These categories are common elements in most decision across most RDM analyses. The “M’s” performance metrics ask “What are we trying to achieve?” The “L’s”, policy levers, ask “What actions might we take to pursue these goals?”  The “X’s” are the uncertain factors outside the decision-makers control that affect their ability to pursue their goals. 
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Summarize Stakeholder Discussions 
with ‘XLRM’ Matrix

Uncertain Factors (X) Policy Levers (L)
• Future climate
• Future land use

• Proposed water quality plan
- Regional projects
- Green streets
- Low impact development

• Adaptive management responses:
- Signposts
- Additional BMPs

Relationships (models) Performance metrics (M)
• Simulation models used for 

regulatory assurance analysis
(SUSTAIN & LSPC)

• Ability to meet zinc TMDL targets
• Cost of additional BMPs
• Co-benefits 

In this engagement, re-framing 
added new policy levers

Will our expensive new water quality investments still 
meet water quality standards in a changing climate?  
If not, what can we do about it?

Stress 
Test

New & Revised 
Strategies

Strategy 
& 

Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the course of several months, we engaged in discussions with City and County officials, along with other stakeholders, on this question.  We organized these discussions into four key factors, which we label “XLRM.” These categories are common elements in most decision across most RDM analyses. The “M’s” performance metrics ask “What are we trying to achieve?” The “L’s”, policy levers, ask “What actions might we take to pursue these goals?”  The “X’s” are the uncertain factors outside the decision-makers control that affect their ability to pursue their goals. 
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Generate Cases that Stress Test Strategy in 
Each of Many Plausible Futures 

Decision Framing

Run model for each off hundreds to millions of cases
Each case tests one strategy in one plausible future

Gather all the cases in a 
large database

Stress 
Test

New & Revised 
Strategies

Strategy & 
Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These XLRM factors now allow us to organize a stress test of the proposed policies over a wide range of possible futures. Using the relationships of simulation models, we stress test the policies, the “L’s”, over a wide range of “X’s” and see the results that they get. This results in a large database of simulation model results. Each record in the database is a particular policy, a particular manifestation of the uncertainties, and the outcomes you get from choosing that policy, in that future.
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Generate Cases that Stress Test Strategy 
in Each of Many Plausible Futures 

• Stress test Tujunga water quality implementation plan 
over 47 climate times 6 land use = 282 futures

• Each record in the database (a case) represents the 
performance of the plan in one future

Blue dot = regulatory requirement met
Red dot = regulatory requirement missed

Stress 
Test

New & Revised 
Strategies

Strategy & 
Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE This is how it plays out in this water quality and climate change example. We have 47 different climate Futures in each of six land-use scenarios. This gives us 282 futures, so on this diagram, you see 282 dots. Each dot is a particular future. A blue dot shows a future that meets the regulatory requirement. A red dot shows a future in which the regulatory requirement is missed.
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Summarize All These Model Runs In a 
Map Showing the Stress Test Results

X
Current climate & 

land use

Plan meets 
goals

Plan misses 
goals

Current land use

Newly mandated land use

Stress 
Test

New & Revised 
Strategies

Strategy & 
Context

Computer algorithms and visualization help 
separate all the model runs into two sets of 
futures:
• In one set LA’s water quality plan generally 

meets its regulatory goal
• In the second set LA’s water quality plan 

generally fails to meet its regulatory goal

The algorithms and visualizations also 
identify the combination of uncertainties 
most important in distinguishing these two 
sets of futures

We can use this scenario map to orient ourselves

Change in 24-hour rainfall

Im
pe

rv
io

us
 a

re
a 

(%
)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can now use the information in this database to answer policy-relevant questions such as, “Under what condition does our plan meet and miss our water quality goal?”, “How can we best characterize those conditions with a small number of scenarios that people can understand -  that are useful to the policymakers?”,  and then,  “Does the available scientific evidence suggests that these scenarios are sufficiently likely to justify looking for ways to manage these vulnerabilities?”. RDM often uses database visualization and statistical algorithms to help answer such questions.  We call this process “scenario discovery” because it generates clusters of model runs that serve as scenarios for the purposes of decision making and stakeholder engagement.This chart shows the results of such a scenario discovery process. We identify two uncertainties whose influence dominate all the others in terms of distinguishing the futures in which the plan meets and misses its water quality goals. These uncertainties are: 1) the change in the 24-hour rainfall, in other words, the change in intensity in the extreme storm event and 2) the impervious area, the amount of area that absorbs water across the urban landscape. Combining those two, if the future is in the gray area (in the lower left) the plan would meet its goals and if the future is in the red area (in the upper-right) the plan would to miss its goals. The diagonal line does a very good job, and in fact statistically does the best possible job with the single line, of separating the red and the blue dots. Once we have this map we can use it to orient ourselves. The line of dot's that is the second line down from the top is the current land use. This line of dots all represent futures in which Los Angeles in 2035 has the same impervious area as it does today.  The line of dots that is second from the bottom is the newly-mandated land use. These dots represent futures in which Los Angeles in 2035 has successfully increased its pervious area by successfully implementing its new storm water master plan. The green X shows the future that was used to develop the proposed water quality implementation plan.  This future assumes current land use and current climate extending to 2035. Not surprisingly, the consultants did a good job. Using the models that developed the plan suggests that the plan would indeed meet its goals in the expected future.
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Use the Database of Cases to Identify 
Policy-Relevant Scenarios 

Large 
increase

No 
increase

No change 

Large change 

Plan 
Misses 
Goals 

Scenario
Plan 

Meets
Goals 

Scenario

X
Planning 

case

Newly 
mandated land 

use

Stress 
Test

New & Revised 
Strategies

Strategy & 
Context

Results of this stress test can be interpreted as two scenarios

• Scenarios emerge from the analysis.  
They aren’t inputs to it

• Scenarios show high-confidence 
information.  People who disagree 
about the likely future can agree on the 
conditions in which LA’s plan would met 
or miss its regulatory goals

Note that scenario driving forces depend both 
on climate and socio-economic uncertainties

Land use

Extreme 
rainfall 

event

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These scenarios summarize the results of a stress test of the City of Los Angeles’ water quality plans. In particular, the results can be interpreted as two policy-relevant scenarios: 1) the scenario where the plan meets it goals and 2) The scenario where the plan misses its goals.  Note that the scenario driving forces depend both on future climate (the change in the 24-hour rainfall) and socioeconomic uncertainties - how the urban landscape and its permeability evolve. This is common result in RDM, that the vulnerabilities of a policy will depend on combinations of very different factors.
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Range of IPCC projections (2050)

Compare Available Science to The “Plan Misses Goals” Scenario

Use Available Scientific Information to Consider 
Whether The Vulnerable Scenario is Significant

Plan 
Misses 
Goals 

Scenario
Plan 

Meets
Goals 

Scenario

X
Planning 

case

Newly 
mandated land 

use

Stress 
Test

New & Revised 
Strategies

Strategy & 
Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We now turn to the Tradeoff Analysis - helping decisionmakers to identify and compare the tradeoffs among alternative strategies. The questions in this step focus on, “Are any strategies robust?”, that is, perform as well or better than all the other alternatives, for all objectives, over all possible futures. If not -  if no strategy meets this rather exacting standard, “What are the key trade-offs among the most robust options?”. This tradeoff analysis focuses on the question – is this “plan misses goal” scenario sufficiently likely that the city of LA ought to look at options for modifying its current water quality plans? Note that in RDM, we ask this probabilistic question not at the start of the analysis, but only after we have identified vulnerabilities and are turning to examine new options and tradeoffs. To answer this question, we turn to the scientific evidence and use this scenario map to contextualize and help us understand the implications of that evidence. There are two ways we might estimate the likelihood of this “Plan Misses Goals” scenario. One, is to look across the full range of Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) projected climate scenarios. This line shows that, and the answer you get if you assume that the IPCC climate projections are equally likely, is that Los Angeles’ current water quality plans are likely to miss their water quality goals if land use continues out into the future as it is in the present, but the chance that it will meet its water quality goals is significantly higher, if the city achieves by 2035, its newly mandated and fairly-significant change in the permeability of its land cover.
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Use Available Scientific Information to Consider 
Whether The Vulnerable Scenario Is Significant

Plan 
Misses 
Goals 

Scenario
Plan 

Meets
Goals 

Scenario

X
Planning 

case

Newly 
mandated land 

use

Evidence from best study of local 
climate in 2050 (Berg et al 2015)*

Bottom line: 
• We looked at two ways to estimate the 

probability of extreme precipitation events
• Both indicate Los Angeles’ water quality 

implementation plan may not meet 
regulatory standards if the climate 
changes (or has changed)

*This is the very high resolution (2 km) dynamic 
downscaling that Alex Hall showed to youStress 

Test
New & Revised 

Strategies
Strategy & 

Context

Compare Available Science to The “Plan Misses Goals” Scenario

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We now turn to the Tradeoff Analysis - helping decisionmakers to identify and compare the tradeoffs among alternative strategies. The questions in this step focus on, “Are any strategies robust?”, that is, perform as well or better than all the other alternatives, for all objectives, over all possible futures. If not -  if no strategy meets this rather exacting standard, “What are the key trade-offs among the most robust options?”. This tradeoff analysis focuses on the question – is this “plan misses goal” scenario sufficiently likely that the city of LA ought to look at options for modifying its current water quality plans? Note that in RDM, we ask this probabilistic question not at the start of the analysis, but only after we have identified vulnerabilities and are turning to examine new options and tradeoffs. To answer this question, we turn to the scientific evidence and use this scenario map to contextualize and help us understand the implications of that evidence. There are two ways we might estimate the likelihood of this “Plan Misses Goals” scenario. One, is to look across the full range of Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) projected climate scenarios. This line shows that, and the answer you get if you assume that the IPCC climate projections are equally likely, is that Los Angeles’ current water quality plans are likely to miss their water quality goals if land use continues out into the future as it is in the present, but the chance that it will meet its water quality goals is significantly higher, if the city achieves by 2035, its newly mandated and fairly-significant change in the permeability of its land cover.
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Decision Scaling, Another DMDU Method, 
Focuses on Climate Stress Tests

Ray and Brown (2015)

Example results

Stress 
Test

New 
Options

Strateg
y

Decision scaling provides a simple way to perform a 
climate stress test

• Start with historical climate record
• Perturb key climate variables
• Use perturbed climate variables in hydrology models
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In Water Quality Example, Use Stress Test to 
Identify New Options for Reducing Vulnerabilities

Study considered an adaptive plan consisting of near-
term actions, signposts to monitor, and contingent 

actions if signposts are observed

2016 2035

Begin with 
Current Plan

Augment 
current plan*

Continue  
current plan

Study identified such and adaptive plan 
to reduce this vulnerability

* Used optimization to identify augmented plan

Signposts -- Switch to new plan if:
• City fails to achieve mandated land use and
• Climate science cannot guarantee storms 

stay small

Vulnerability analysis informs signposts

Plan 
Misses 
Goals 

Scenario

Plan 
Meets
Goals 

Scenario

X

Climate

La
nd

 u
se

Stress 
Test

New & Revised 
Strategies

Strategy & 
Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How might Los Angeles consider modifying its water quality plans? This brings us to the fifth RDM step, looking at New Options and Futures. We ask questions like, “How might we augment or modify or augment our plan to reduce its vulnerabilities?”,  “Can we make the plan more flexible by monitoring and adjusting?”, “Can we take actions now that will generate new options, keep options open, generate options for the future?”, “Are there low-regret or no-regard options that we can take today independent of the way the future may unfold?”,  and “How might we combine different policy levers, different strategic options into a potentially robust integrated adaptive strategy?”.In this example, we used expert judgment and simple optimization to identify an Adaptive Plan.  Adaptive plans are designed to evolve over time in response to new information. Adaptive Plan are often conveniently represented by a set of near-term actions, signposts that we monitor, and then contingent actions that we might take if the signposts are observed. This study identified such an Adaptive Plan, that might reduce the vulnerability of Los Angeles’ water quality efforts. This Adaptive Plan plan would begin with the current water quality plan. It would monitor signposts - in particular, It would monitor trends on: 1) whether the city is on track to achieve its mandated land use and 2) whether or not climate scientists can guarantee that the extreme storms will stay small. Where did these signposts come from? They come from our vulnerability analysis, which indicates these two factors and the most important drivers of vulnerability of the current water quality implementation plan. If the signposts are observed, Los Angeles might augment the plan and deploy additional best management practices. We can identify the most effective additional BMPs to deploy by running the optimization model in the “Plan Misses Goal” scenario. If the sign posts are not observed, the city can continue with its current plan. 
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Help Decisionmakers to Compare Tradeoffs 
Among Alternative Strategies

Note: RDM is designed to illuminate tradeoffs for people 
to evaluate, rather than dictate optimal solutions

Compare three alternative strategies:
1. Begin with current plan, but do not prepare to adjust
2. Begin with current plan, but prepare to adjust
3. Begin with augmented plan, but prepare to adjust

2016 2035

1) Begin with 
Current Plan

Current 
plan

2) Begin with 
Current Plan, 

prepare to 
adjust

Augmented 
plan

Current 
plan

3) Begin with 
Augmented 

Plan

Present Multi-Objective Trade Off Analysis

Stress 
Test

New & Revised 
Strategies

Strategy & 
Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We now return to the tradeoff analysis.  This is a second iteration of our RDM analysis.We compare three alternative strategies for meeting Los Angeles’ water quality goals. The first two are the ones we've been discussing: 1) the current plan, which has no preparations to adjust and 2) begin with the current plan, but be prepared to adjust. A third strategy would begin with the augmented plan, that is, the one best suited for the Plan Misses Goals scenario, but also be prepared to adjust. 
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Help Decisionmakers to Compare Tradeoffs 
Among Alternative Strategies

These strategies aim to meet two objectives: 
1) ensuring water quality and 2) low cost

2016 2035

2) Begin with 
Current Plan, 

prepare to 
adjust

Augmented 
plan

Current 
plan

1) Begin with 
Current Plan

Current 
plan

3) Begin with 
Augmented 

Plan

Plan Meets 
Goals 

Scenario

Water 
quality Cost

Yes Highest

Yes Slightly 
higher

Yes Lowest

Stress 
Test

New & Revised 
Strategies

Strategy & 
Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let's look at how these three plans perform across our two scenarios. We focus on two objectives: 1) the ability to meet the water quality regulatory requirements and 2) the cost of the water quality implementation plan for the city of Los Angeles. Let's start with the plan meets goal scenario. In this scenario, beginning with the current plan, and making no preparations to adjust works best. It meets water quality goals and has the lowest costs. The other two plans also meet water quality goals, but at higher cost. The most expensive is Begin with Augmented Plan. In this scenario, this plan would eventually need to adjust back down to the Current Plan once it becomes clear that that's appropriate thing to do. The Begin with Current Plan, prepare to adjust strategy would stick with the plan, but would have expended some extra money in monitoring and creating the capability to adjust to the augmented plan. So this strategy would have slightly higher cost than just beginning with the current plan and not making any plans to adjust.
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Help Decisionmakers to Compare Tradeoffs 
Among Alternative Strategies

The strategies perform very differently across the two scenarios

2016 2035

1) Begin with 
Current Plan, 

prepare to 
adjust

Augmented 
plan

Current 
plan

3) Begin with 
Current Plan

Current 
plan

2) Begin with 
Augmented 

Plan

Plan Meets 
Goals 

Scenario

Plan Misses 
Goals 

Scenario

Water 
quality Cost Water 

quality Cost

Yes Highest Yes Lowest

Yes Slightly 
higher Yes Slightly 

higher

Yes Lowest No Highest

The adaptive “Begin with current plan, but prepare 
to adjust”  plan represents a “low regret” strategy

Stress 
Test

New & Revised 
Strategies

Strategy & 
Context

In general, a robust strategy is one that:
• Performs well over a wide range of plausible futures,
• Keeps options open, or
• Trades some optimal performance for less sensitivity to broken assumptions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let's now add the Plan Misses Goals Scenario. In this scenario, the Begin with Augmented Plan is the is the best - it meets water quality targets and because it doesn't need to adjust, it is also the lowest cost. The Begin with Current Plan and make no plans to adjust does the worst - misses the water quality goals and has the highest cost. In between is the Begin with Current Plan, prepare to adjust strategy, which meets water quality goals but has a slightly higher cost than the Begin with Augmented Plan. So looking across these two scenarios and our two goals, we can conclude that the Adaptive Begin with Current Plan, but prepare to adjust presents a low-regret strategy and is the robust adaptive strategy that the city of LA might seriously consider.
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dominated 
region

Multi-Objective Decision Analysis is a 
Wonky Term for Seeking to Recognize the 

Diversity of Human Interests
• Optimizing using a single measure of 

performance (e.g. BCA) assumes that 
everyone has the same values

• But a diversity of priorities, goals, and 
values is a fundamental attribute of 
our world
– Some see this as a feature, not a bug

• Multi-objective decision analysis can 
usefully reflect this diversity
– This is particularly true when 

supporting participatory processes
Performance

C
os

t

Ideal 
point

Multi-objective tradeoff curve
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Multi-Objective RDM (MORDM) Focuses 
on Developing New Options

EPA using MORDM to incorporate green 
infrastructure into watershed management

MORDM uses evolutionary robust optimization algorithms to help decision makers 
identify strategies that perform well over many objectives and futures

• Taunton River Watershed TMDL requires 20% 
nitrogen reduction

• EPA using WMOST model to evaluate alternative 
portfolios of green infrastructure

Multi-objective tradeoff curve for alternative 
combinations of:
• Bioretention basins
• Permeable pavement
• Infiltration trenches 

Stress 
Test

New & 
Revised 

Strategies
Strategy & 

Context Thanks to Amy Piscopo, US EPA ORD
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Comparing Methods
• Scenario planning develops robust strategies from 

scenarios that people create
• Adaptive pathways provides a framework for developing 

strategies that adjust over time
– Works especially well when the ”tipping points” are simple

• RDM proves useful for more complicated vulnerabilities, 
– Scenarios emerge from analysis and often depend on combinations of 

climate and socio-economic factors
– Need to start with a proposed strategy

• Decision scaling focuses on vulnerability analysis, in 
particular vulnerabilities associated with climate change
– Reduces reliance on climate models

• MORDM is RDM for complicated multi-objective adaptive 
strategies
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Outline

Introduction
DMDU Methods
Facilitating Stakeholder engagement
Getting Started
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DMDU Analytics are Designed to Support 
Deliberative Processes of Stakeholder Engagement

• Stakeholder engagement often important and sometimes required
• RDM and other DMDU approaches designed to support a decision 

support process call “deliberation with analysis”
– Stakeholder deliberate over problem framing (e.g. with XLRM)
– Analysts produce decision relevant information products

• Key idea is that people can agree on actions without 
agreeing on reasons for those actions

• RDM produces high confidence information products that support 
such consensus-building. People can agree on a:

– Scenario that illuminates vulnerabilities without agreeing on the 
likelihood of that scenario

– Robust strategy without agreeing which future will come to pass

• RDM-supported deliberation with analysis was used by Reclamation 
in the Colorado Basin Supply and Demand study

Deliberation Analysis
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Outline

Introduction
DMDU Methods
Facilitating stakeholder engagement
Getting Started
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DMDU Is Part of “Mainstreaming” Climate 
Adaptation into Your Organization

Most important step is to get started
• Conduct a climate vulnerability analysis

• Use scenario planning

• Recruit a climate advisory panel
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DMDU Is Part of “Mainstreaming” Climate 
Adaptation into Your Organization

• Adopt DMDU incrementally, augmenting each 
planning cycle

• One potential sequence
1. Embrace concepts of multiple futures, robust and flexible 

strategies

2. Employ qualitative methods and/or separate, piecework 
analyses

3. Then begin running your system models over multiple 
futures to i) stress test plans and ii) identify and evaluate 
robust and flexible plans
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Incremental Improvement Aided Because 
Most DMDU Methods are Similar

Qualitative or “piecework” analyses: 

• Scenario planning

• Climate vulnerability assessments

• Plan for plausible ranges of extremes

WUCA’s case study new planning approaches 
embrace DMDU concepts

Fully quantitative analyses:

• Decision scaling

• RDM

• Dynamic adaptive pathways

• Multi-objective RDM

X
Can start with any of these and move to the others

DMDU methods:
• Consider multiple futures
• Seek robust and flexible plans

Different types of risk
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Resources Becoming More Available 
to Help Implement DMDU Methods

There now exists:
• Open source software for implementing most DMDU methods
• Increasing numbers of case studies
• Many groups able to help

Louisiana
and Gulf Coast

New York City

Southern California

Northern 
California

Denver/Colorado 
Springs

Colorado River Basin Africa

Lima, 
Peru

Ho Chi Minh City

Pittsburgh
Illinois River

Chesapeake Bay

SE Florida

Lesotho

Israel
Jinan City

x

Thames River 
Barrier

Adaptive 
Delta Planx

www.deepuncertainty.org

Coastal 
manageme

nt

x

Examples of RDM & other DMDU analyses
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DMDU Methods and Tools Can Help Water 
Managers Address Today’s Uncertain Conditions

Our current and future climate is not the same as past climate, 
and no one is sure exactly how it has and will change

1. Consider multiple futures, not one single future, in your planning. 
Choose these futures to stress test your organization’s plans

2. Seek robust plans that perform well over many futures, not optimal 
plans designed for a single, best-estimate future

3. Make your plans flexible and adaptive, which often makes them 
more robust

4. Use your analytics to explore many futures and options, not tell you 
what to do

www.deepuncertainty.org
www.rand.org/water
lempert@rand.org
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multiple futures  consider extremes
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QUESTIONS???
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